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Abstract Structural health monitoring refers to the process of measuring damage-
sensitive variables to assess the functionality of a structure. In principle, 
vibration  data  can  capture  the  dynamics  of  the  structure  and  reveal 
possible failures, but environmental and operational variability can mask 
this  information.  Thus,  an  effective  outlier  detection  algorithm  can  be 
applied only after having performed data normalization (i.e. filtering) to 
eliminate  external  influences.  Instead,  in  this  article  we  propose  a 
technique  which  unifies  the  data  normalization  and  damage  detection 
steps. The proposed algorithm, called adaptive kernel spectral clustering 
(AKSC),  is  initialized  and  calibrated  in  a  phase  when  the  structure  is 
undamaged. The calibration process is crucial to ensure detection of early 
damage and minimize the number of false alarms. After the calibration, the 
method can automatically identify new regimes which may be associated 
with  possible  faults.  These  regimes  are  discovered  by  means  of  two 
complementary damage (i.e. outlier) indicators. The proposed strategy is 
validated with a simulated example and with real-life natural frequency 
data from the Z24 pre-stressed concrete bridge, which was progressively 
damaged at the end of a one-year monitoring period.
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Abstract
Structural health monitoring refers to the process of measuring damage-sensitive vari-
ables to assess the functionality of a structure. In principle, vibration data can capture
the dynamics of the structure and reveal possible failures, but environmental and op-
erational variability can mask this information. Thus, an effective outlier detection
algorithm can be applied only after having performed data normalization (i. e. filter-
ing) to eliminate external influences. Instead, in this article we propose a technique
which unifies the data normalization and damage detection steps. The proposed algo-
rithm, called adaptive kernel spectral clustering (AKSC), is initialized and calibrated in
a phase when the structure is undamaged. The calibration process is crucial to ensure
detection of early damage and minimize the number of false alarms. After the cali-
bration, the method can automatically identify new regimes which may be associated
with possible faults. These regimes are discovered by means of two complementary
damage (i. e. outlier) indicators. The proposed strategy is validated with a simulated
example and with real-life natural frequency data from the Z24 pre-stressed concrete
bridge, which was progressively damaged at the end of a one-year monitoring period.
Keywords: Structural health monitoring, data normalization, novelty detection,
bridge engineering, adaptive kernel spectral clustering.
1. Introduction1
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is regarded as the main tool to implement a2
damage identification strategy for any engineering structure [1]. SHM techniques may3
follow different approaches according to how sensor data are used for the decision-4
making [2]. In this paper we focus on methods using data mining for extracting sensi-5
tive information from time-series, such as vibration response data produced by acceler-6
ations or strains. Although sensor data such as accelerations or strains can be employed7
directly as damage-sensitive features for SHM, it is common practice to convert them8
first into modal characteristics such as natural frequencies and (strain) mode shapes9
1Corresponding author: rocco.langone@esat.kuleuven.be
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[3]. This has two major advantages: (1) while the directly measured signals depend10
on the excitation, this is not the case for the modal characteristics, who only depend11
on structural properties, and (2) the amount of data is heavily reduced without losing12
essential information about the structure.13
Data-driven methods permit to overcome the difficulty of building-up complex14
physical models of the system. However, in order to use sensor data to perform15
structural health monitoring with reasonable success, environmental conditions must16
be taken into account. This is due to the fact that in the vibration signals the changes in17
structural performance are entangled with regular changes in temperature, relative hu-18
midity, operational loading. If not accounted for, these external influences can prevent19
to correctly identify failures. For instance, in [4] the authors showed that a nonlinear20
model is necessary to filter out the operational variability, because the influence of the21
environment on the observed damage-sensitive features is physically very complex.22
In particular, the features extracted using kernel principal component analysis (kernel23
PCA) were found to have a better discriminative power compared to (linear) PCA in24
the analysis of the Z24 bridge dataset. In [5] robust regression analysis has been used25
to discriminate between benign variation in the environmental and operating condi-26
tions and structural damage in case of the Z24 and Tamar bridges. The authors of [6]27
have devised a two-step procedure based on a Gaussian process model which allows to28
first separate the environmental and operational effects from sensor fault and structural29
damage and afterwards to discriminate between the latter two conditions. In [7] the30
development of a stochastic framework that efficiently fuses operational response data31
with external influencing agents for representing structural behavior in its complete32
operational spectrum is reviewed.33
Within the structural damage detection methods, one-class outlier analysis has been34
used for a long time and is considered among the most popular class of techniques. In35
[8] a conceptually simple approach based on Mahalanobis squared distance (MSD) is36
devised: an observation is labelled as outlier if its discordancy value is greater than37
a threshold, which is determined using a Monte Carlo method. Sohn et al. [9] use38
a three-step procedure validated on simulated data. First, an autoregressive with ex-39
ogenous inputs (ARX) model is developed to extract damage-sensitive features, then40
an autoassociative neural network (AANN) is employed for data normalization, and41
finally a sequential probability ratio test is performed on the normalized features to42
automatically infer the damage state of the system. A similar approach is followed in43
[10] in the study of the Alamosa Canyon Bridge dataset, where the performance of four44
different techniques (namely AANN, MSD, factor analysis and singular value decom-45
position) is assessed in terms of receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves. The46
main differencewith [9] is that eachmodel performs data normalization and at the same47
time produces a scalar output that is used as a damage indicator. In [11] one-class sup-48
port vector machine was successfully used to detect faults in rotors with high precision.49
Deraemaeker et al. [12] introduce two types of features, namely eigenproperties of the50
structure and peak indicators. These features are then fed to a factor analysis model51
to treat the effects of the environment, and damage is detected using the multivariate52
Shewhart-TT control charts. Also in [13] control charts are used for damage identifi-53
cation in an arch bridge. Moreover, regression models complemented with PCA are54
employed beforehand to minimize the effects of environmental and operational factors55
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on the bridge natural frequencies.56
Although much less popular than one-class methods, cluster analysis [14] has also57
been explored as a possible tool to perform structural health monitoring. In [15] the58
k-means algorithm is applied to features which have been previously extracted using59
time-reversal acoustics. Here the number of clusters is fixed to two by assuming that60
there are only two distinct groups of data points, related to undamaged and damage61
condition. In the approach by Kesevan et al. [16], first some damage sensitive fea-62
tures based on the energies of the Haar and Morlet wavelet transforms of the vibration63
signal are extracted. Then PCA is applied to create a database of normalized base-64
line signals and finally k-means is employed for the decision-making. In particular,65
the gap statistic is used to determine the optimal number of clusters, and in case more66
than one cluster is found while comparing the damage sensitive feature of the closest67
baseline signal and signal being analysed, then a damage is detected. Palomino et al.68
[17] compare C-means and Gustafson-Kessel fuzzy cluster algorithms in their ability69
to implement impedance-based SHM, which utilizes the electromechanical coupling70
property of piezoelectric materials as non-destructive evaluation method [18]. Notably,71
a riveted aluminium beam equipped with piezoelectric sensors was used as test case.72
Both clustering algorithms were able to correctly identify from the impedance signals73
two2 types of damage induced on purpose, i.e. crack and rivet loss. Fuzzy C-means74
is used also in [19] to cluster Heavy Weight Deflectometer data collected at an airport75
pavement in Italy, in order to evaluate its structural behaviour. In [20] the identification76
of structural changes in the five-span suspended Samora Machel Bridge is performed77
using the dynamic cloud clustering algorithm [21].78
In this article an adaptive methodology based on an iterative spectral clustering79
method is presented. Spectral clustering techniques make use of the eigenvectors of80
the so called Laplacian matrix to map the original data into a lower dimensional space,81
where clustering is performed [22, 23, 24]. Recently, a kernel spectral clustering (KSC)82
method has been introduced [25], which casts spectral clustering in a kernel-based83
learning framework. In the KSC setting, it is possible to choose the number of clus-84
ters and the kernel parameters by means of a systematic model selection procedure.85
Furthermore, KSC allows to predict the cluster memberships for out-of-sample data86
in a straightforward way. This out-of-sample extension property is exploited in the87
proposed approach to update the initial clustering model.88
The proposed method, named adaptive kernel spectral clustering (AKSC), has sev-89
eral advantages compared to existing techniques:90
• the clustering model is able to adapt itself to a changing environment. The num-91
ber of clusters (related to both damaged and undamaged conditions) can change92
over time after the initialization and calibration period, allowing a more accu-93
rate detection of faults. This ability to model the structural changes over time94
by detecting new regimes3 allows to unify the data normalization and damage95
detection steps in a single procedure.96
2The number of clusters has been fixed to 3 in order to distinguish between the undamaged and the two
different damaged conditions.
3New regimes relate to merging of existing clusters or creation of new clusters.
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• a small number of data points is needed for constructing an initial clustering97
model98
• in the initialization and the calibration periods the algorithm hyper-parameters99
are determined in a rigorous manner by means of a systematic tuning procedure.100
In the initial stage optimal choices for the kernel bandwidth σ and the number101
of clusters k are made by means of cross-validation in conjunction with a grid-102
search procedure. A KSCmodel is built for every grid-point (defined by a certain103
k, σ pair) on a training set, cluster memberships for out-of-sample points in a104
separated validation set are obtained, and the related cluster quality is computed.105
In particular, the average membership strength (AMS) criterion [26] is used as106
performance function, which (roughly speaking) selects the KSC parameters that107
maximize the separation between the clusters. Finally, the model reaching the108
highest AMS score is selected (see Figure 4). In the calibration phase, an online109
model selection scheme is devised to adapt the initial k, σ pair and meet user-110
defined fault tolerance specifications.111
• two different damage indicators are introduced. They are validated on both sim-112
ulated and experimental data, and are shown to allow the detection of suspicious113
structural behaviour upon their occurrence.114
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the new approach115
for real-time structural health monitoring is introduced. Section 3.1 concerns the vali-116
dation of this procedure by means of a synthetic example. In Section 3.2 a discussion117
of the experimental results obtained on the Z24 bridge benchmark is given. More-118
over, a comparison with the fuzzy C-means algorithm is performed. Finally, Section 4119
concludes the paper and proposes future research directions.120
2. Proposed damage detection strategy121
In this Section an adaptive strategy for the automatic structural assessment in real-122
time is introduced. The proposed approach exploits the incremental updating mech-123
anism proposed in [27] to build a reliable and realistic fault detection procedure. In124
the new method, that is named adaptive kernel spectral clustering (AKSC), the initial-125
ization phase is followed by a calibration period where a desired clustering model is126
selected. As a consequence, a model which does not produce more false alarms than an127
accepted tolerance threshold and at the same time is sensitive enough to recognize pos-128
sible failures, is obtained. Furthermore, two different outlier indicators are provided.129
Before going into the technical details and to facilitate the next reading, in Figure 1 a130
flowchart of the proposed strategy at the top and, at the bottom side, the output obtained131
by running the AKSC algorithm on the Z24 bridge dataset described in Section 3.2 are132
shown.133
2.1. Initialization134
In the first monitoring period an initial clustering model is built-up. In particular,135
a kernel spectral clustering (KSC [25]) algorithm is used to cluster the data. The KSC136
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Figure 1: Proposed strategy. (Top) Illustrative picture of the proposed AKSC-based structural health monitoring ap-
proach. (Bottom) Output snippet when running the AKSC algorithm from Matlab2015a. In this case the fault tolerance
threshold has been set as tolnew = 1 at the beginning of the calibration period. Furthermore, in the test stage both warnings
have been ignored in order to show the clustering evolution on the entire dataset (see Figure 9 for more details).
method allows to discover complex nonlinear cluster boundaries because the original137
data are mapped into a new space called feature space, where groups of similar points138
can be detected more easily. In particular, according to the theory of kernel methods139
[28], a nonlinear model in the input space can be obtained by (1) mapping the original140
data to the feature space and (2) designing a linear model in this new space. This141
concept is illustrated in Figure 2.142
For a given set of training dataDtr = {xi}
Ntr
i=1, with xi ∈ R
d, that we want to group143
into k clusters, the KSC objective can be formulated as follows:144
min
w(l),e(l),bl
1
2
k−1∑
l=1
w(l)
T
w(l) −
1
2
k−1∑
l=1
γle
(l)TD−1e(l)
subject to e(l) = Φw(l) + bl1NTr .
(1)
The symbols have the following meaning:145
• w(l) ∈ Rdh and the bias term bl represent the parameters of the model, which is146
represented by an hyper-plane147
• e(l) ∈ RNtr are the projections of the Ntr datapoints in the space spanned by the148
vectors w(1), . . . , w(k−1)149
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Figure 2: Clustering in the feature space. Mapping of the input data to a high dimensional feature space
(of dimension dh) where a linear separation is made, which is related to a nonlinear clustering boundary in
the input space.
• Φ = [ϕ(x1)
T ; . . . ;ϕ(xNtr)
T ] is the feature matrix, whereϕ : Rd → Rdh denotes150
the mapping to a high-dimensional feature space151
• the matrixD is referred to as the degree matrix.152
Objective (1) casts the multi-way KSC model as a weighted kernel PCA formula-153
tion [29], with the weighting matrix being equal to the inverse of the degree matrix154
D−1. This choice leads to the dual problem (3), which is related to spectral cluster-155
ing. Optimization problem (1) can be interpreted as finding a new coordinate sys-156
tem w(1), . . . , w(k−1) such that the weighted variances of the projections e(l), l =157
1, . . . , k − 1 in this new basis, i. e. e(l)
T
D−1e(l), are maximized (in this sense KSC158
is related to kernel principal component analysis). If the reader refers to Figure 2, this159
is equivalent to saying that the squared distances to the cluster boundary e(l) = 0 must160
be as large as possible (to have a better separation between the clusters). Furthermore,161
the contextual minimization of the squared norm of the vector w(l) is desired, in order162
to trade-off the model complexity expressed by w(l) with the correct representation of163
the training data. The variables γl are regularization constants. From a practical point164
of view, since KSC represents at the same time a kernel PCA model and a clustering165
algorithm, it allows us to unify data normalization and damage detection in a single166
approach.167
In principle, specifying explicitly the feature map ϕ(·) can require a big effort in168
terms of feature engineering. In order to avoid this complex task, it is convenient to169
derive the dual formulation corresponding to the primal problem (1). By doing so, as170
will be clear soon, one can use the so called kernel trick to operate in the feature space171
without ever computing the coordinates of the data in that space. Instead, one needs172
to simply calculate the inner products between the images of all pairs of data in the173
feature space, i.e. ϕ(xi)
Tϕ(xj).174
The inner products represent the similarity between each pair of datapoints, which175
is defined by a specific kernel function. A popular kernel function, that will be also176
employed throughout this paper, is the radial basis function (RBF) kernelK defined as177
K(xi,xj) = exp(−
||xi−xj ||
2
2)
2σ2 ). The parameter σ is usually referred to as the band-178
width, and controls the complexity of the nonlinear mapping implicitly defined by the179
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kernel.180
It can be shown [25] that, under certain conditions for the nonlinear mapping ϕ(·),181
the variables e(l) that appear in eq. (1) can be obtained as:182
e
(l)
i =
Ntr∑
j=1
α
(l)
j K(xj ,xi) + bl, l = 1, . . . , k − 1 (2)
where index i refers to the i-th datapoint. The bias term bl can be calculated as bl =183
− 1
1
T
Ntr
D−11Ntr
1
T
Ntr
D−1Ωα(l), being 1Ntr a vector of ones. The α terms follow from the184
solution of the following eigenvalue problem:185
D−1MDΩA = AΛ (3)
where186
• A is a matrix of dimensionNtr×(k−1)whose columns are the k−1 eigenvectors187
corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, i. e. A = [α(1), . . . , α(l), . . . , αk−1],188
with α(l) ∈ RNtr189
• Λ is the diagonalmatrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvaluesλ1, . . . , λk−1190
• Ω is the kernel matrix with ij-th entry Ωij = K(xi,xj) = ϕ(xi)
Tϕ(xj)191
• as anticipated earlier, D is the degree matrix, which is diagonal with positive192
elementsDii =
∑
j Ωij193
• K : Rd ×Rd → R is the kernel function, that is a function which outputs a high194
value when evaluated on similar data points and a low value for dissimilar inputs195
• ϕ : Rd → Rdh denotes the mapping to a high-dimensional feature space, as196
before197
• MD is a centering matrix defined asMD = INtr −
1
1T
Ntr
D−11Ntr
1Ntr1
T
Ntr
D−1.198
Notice that by solving (3) instead of (1), the problem of specifying the nonlinear199
mapping ϕ(·) is circumvented, as only inner products (i.e. Ωij = K(xi,xj) =200
ϕ(xi)
Tϕ(xj)) appear in equation (3).201
The cluster assignment can be obtained by applying the sign function to ei, which202
is then referred also as clustering score or latent variable. The binarization is straight-203
forward because the bias term bl has the effect of centering e
(l) around zero.204
After binarizing the clustering scores of all the training points as sign(ei), a code-205
book with the most frequent binary indicators is formed. For example in case of three206
clusters (k = 3, l = 1, 2) it may happen that the most occurring code-words are given207
by the set CB = {[1 1], [−1 1], [−1− 1]}. Thus, the codebook CB contains the cluster208
prototypes, and the cluster membership for each training point are obtained via an209
error correcting output codes (ECOC) decoding procedure. The ECOC scheme works210
as follows:211
• for a given training point xi, compute its projection ei = [e
(1)
i , e
(2)
i ] as in eq. (2)212
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• binarize ei as sign(ei)213
• suppose that sign(ei) = [1 1], then assign xi to cluster 1 (i. e. the closest214
prototype in the codebook CB in terms of Hamming distance).215
In the cases where sign(ei) has the same Hamming distance to more than one proto-216
type, then xi is assigned to the cluster whose mean value is closer to ei in terms of217
Euclidean distance. In our example, this would occur when sign(ei) = [1 − 1], whose218
Hamming distance from [1 1] and [−1 − 1] is the same. In Figure 3 an illustrative219
picture of the ECOC coding scheme is shown.220
Figure 3: ECOC coding procedure. The orthant in which the clustering scores e(l) lie determines their sign
pattern and the corresponding cluster prototype.
Since KSC is cast in a kernel-based optimization setting, it is important to perform221
model selection to choose the kernel parameters and discover the number of clusters222
present in the data. For instance, in case of the RBF kernel, a bad choice of its band-223
width parameter σ can compromise the quality of the final clustering results.224
Another advantage provided by the KSC technique is its out-of-sample property. A225
new (test) point, say xi,test, can be clustered in a straightforward way by following two226
simple steps:227
• the test clustering score is computed as ei,test = [e
(1)
i,test, . . . , e
(k−1)
i,test ], with e
(l)
i,test =228 ∑Ntr
j=1 α
(l)
j K(xj ,xi,test) + bl229
• after calculating sign(ei,test), assign point xi,test to the closest cluster prototype230
present in the codebook CB, using the ECOC decoding scheme mentioned ear-231
lier.232
In order to facilitate the reader in understanding the workingmechanism of the KSC233
algorithm, in Figure 4 an example of clustering obtained on a toy dataset is depicted.234
2.2. Calibration235
Once an initial grouping of the data at hand has been obtained, the clustering model236
needs to be updated in order to cope with the future data evolution. For this purpose,237
the cluster centroids in the eigenspace4 C1α, . . . , C
k
α are computed, and a new cluster238
4We remind that the eigenspace is the space spanned by the vectors α(1), . . . , α(k−1) .
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Figure 4: Clustering produced by the KSC algorithm on a toy dataset. (Top left) Original dataset
consisting of 4 clusters. (Top right) clustered data. (Bottom left) Points represented in the space spanned
by the score variables e(1), e(2), e(3). (Bottom right) Model selection plot used to determine the number
of clusters k and the bandwidth parameter σ, obtained by using the average membership strength (AMS)
model selection criterion [26] mentioned in the Introduction. In this case the tuned parameters are k = 4
and σ = 3.8 · 10−3.
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assignment rule is devised. In particular, for every new data-point xi,new its coordinates239
in the eigenspace αi,new = [α
(1)
i,new, . . . , α
(k−1)
i,new ] can be calculated using the following240
equation [30]:241
α
(l)
i,new =
e
(l)
i,new
λldeg(xi,new)
(4)
with deg(xi,new) =
∑Ntr
j=1 α
(l)
j K(xj ,xi,new). The cluster membership for xi,new can be242
computed as measured by the Euclidean distance from the cluster centroids, similarly243
to k-means clustering5. In Figure 5 this alternative assignment rule is illustrated, where244
the same toy example employed in Figure 4 has been used.245
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Figure 5: Illustration of the cluster membership assignment rule based on the distance from cen-
ters in the eigenspace. (Top) Representation of the toy dataset in the (training) eigenspace spanned by
α(1), α(2), α(3) . (Bottom) A new (test) point is assigned to the closest cluster centroid, which in this case
is the blue cluster represented by the center C1α
5However, in contrast to the k-means algorithm, the proposed assignment rule is used in the eigenspace
rather than in the original input space.
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As mentioned earlier, the initial clustering model is optimal in the sense that the246
kernel bandwidth and the number of clusters are carefully chosen by means of a rigor-247
ous model selection scheme. However, in order for the AKSC method to be a reliable248
fault detection tool, a calibration phase is crucial. More precisely, the calibration per-249
mits to automatically re-tune the parameters in order to minimize the false alarms and250
maximize the identification accuracy. The user only needs to specify the length of the251
calibration period Lcal and the tolerance THRnew for the appearance of new clusters252
over time. Furthermore, to avoid the selection of a large bandwidth which may prevent253
the detection of failures, the minimum number of clusters is set to k = 2.254
2.3. Automated fault detection255
In order for the AKSC algorithm to characterize the changing distribution of the256
data and to raise warnings in real time, two damage indicators are proposed. The first257
one, denoted by DI1, indicates the maximum similarity value between the current data258
point xt and the actual cluster centroids:259
DI1(xt, α
(l)
t ) =
1
2
(max
Cm
K(xt, C
m) + max
Cmα
Kα(α
(l)
t , C
m
α )). (5)
wherem = 1, . . . , k,K denotes the RBF kernel similarity function andKα =
α(l)α(m)
||α(l)||·||α(m)||
260
is the cosine similarity in terms of the eigenvectors of the (weighted and centered) ker-261
nel matrix given by eq. (3). Basically, the similarities in both the original input space262
and the eigenspace have been combined, with the purpose of making the detection263
scheme more robust against noise. This outlier indicator is then post-processed in or-264
der to be a monotonic non-increasing function (until the eventual detection of failure).265
Furthermore, DI1 is used by the AKSC algorithm to create a new cluster and raise an266
alarm about a possible failure.267
The second outlier indicator is not directly employed for the automatic decision268
making, but acts more as an additional information which helps to make the whole269
algorithmic solution more reliable. Suppose that at the end of the calibration period270
a certain bandwidth of the RBF kernel σcal has been selected. During the acquisi-271
tion of new streaming data coming from the sensors, together with the cluster centers272
C1α, . . . , C
k
α, also the bandwidth is updated as σt = cσM1:t. Here the proportionality273
constant cσ has been tuned during the initialization period, and M1:t represents the274
median of the pairwise distances between the input data acquired from the beginning275
until the current time step t. This estimation of the bandwidth was suggested by [31]276
for time-series analysis. The second outlier indicator provided by the proposed AKSC277
method is defined as follows:278
DI2 = |
σt − σcal
std([σ1, . . . , σt])
| (6)
where std(·) indicates the standard deviation. Roughly speaking, DI2 measures the279
(standardized) difference between the data distribution at the end of the calibration280
period (where the structure is considered undamaged) and the current distribution. In281
case a major shift happens (i. e. DI2 > 3), the user is quickly notified.282
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The non-stationary behavior of the data distribution can be modeled by the AKSC283
algorithm also by means of merging of existing clusters. However, this specific case284
does not trigger any alarm. In the proposed algorithm, two clusters (represented by285
their centroids) are merged if their similarity is greater than THRmrg, which indicates a286
user-defined threshold.287
The whole AKSC tool for real-time structural health monitoring is summarized in288
Algorithm 1. The related Matlab package can be downloaded from:289
http://www.esat.kuleuven.be/stadius/ADB/langone/AKSClab.php290
3. Validation of the method291
In order to show the reader the working mechanism of the proposed fault detec-292
tion strategy, first the simulation results related to a computer generated example are293
presented. Later on, the experimental outcomes concerning a unique dataset are pre-294
sented. This dataset was obtained by monitoring a concrete bridge for almost a year295
before introducing realistic damage in a controlled way, and is referred to as the Z24296
benchmark [32, 33, 34].297
3.1. Proof of concept on a simulated nonlinear system298
The synthetic example concerns a nonlinear system extensively used in the process299
monitoring literature and proposed originally in [35]. In particular, the system is de-300
scribed by three variables y1, y2 and y3 that are different polynomial expressions of301
a random source variable t. The measured variables are corrupted by Gaussian noise302
variables n1, n2 and n3, with variance equal to 0.01 (and zero mean). The variable t303
is uniformly distributed between 0.01 and 2. Furthermore, two disturbances are intro-304
duced for the process variables y1 and y2 starting from sample 101:305
• fault 1: a step bias of y2 by −1 from the 101st sample306
• fault 2: a ramp change of y1 by adding 0.03(sn − 100) from the 101st sample,307
where sn indicates the sample number.308
The related simulation model is described by the following set of equations [36, 37]:309
y1 = t+ n1
y2 = t
2 − 3t+ n2
y3 = −t
3 + 3t2 + n3.
(7)
The corresponding data distribution, characterized by 300 samples, is depicted in Fig-310
ure 6. The figure shows that this system is nonlinear and that, since it is continuously311
shifting towards a faulty behaviour, it is difficult to identify the disturbances from nor-312
mal operating data.313
The results obtained using the AKSC approach are depicted in Figure 7. A total314
of 50 samples for the initialization, 25 samples for the calibration and the rest (250315
samples) for testing have been used. Furthermore, only damage indicator DI1 is used316
for the decision making. The left side of the figure refers to setting a tolerance tolnew =317
1 and the right side relates to having tolnew = 2 in algorithm 1. It can be noticed318
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Algorithm 1: AKSC algorithm.
Data: Data setD = {xt}
T
t=1, length initialization period Linit, length calibration period Lcal , fault tolerance
tolnew , threshold for creating new clusters THRnew, threshold for merging clusters THRmrg.
Result: Cluster memberships, cluster centroids in the input spaceC1, . . . , Ck , cluster centroids in the
eigenspaceC1α, . . . , C
k
α, damage/outlier indicators DI1, DI2.
/* Initialization: */
AcquireNinit data points /* Ninit = Linit */
Perform model selection to find optimal number of clusters k and kernel bandwidth σ
Build a KSC model with the tuned parameters:
• ComputeΩ, D
• ComputeD−1MDΩ
• Compute eigenvalue decomposition (3).
Compute the initial cluster centroids in the input spaceC1, . . . , Ck
Compute the initial cluster centroids in the eigenspaceC1α, . . . , C
k
α.
/* Calibration: */
stop flag= 1
while stop flag== 1 do
counter= 0
for t← Linit + 1 to Linit + Lcal do
compute actual coordinates in the eigenspace by means of eq. (4)
assign current point xt to the closest prototype within C
1
α, . . . , C
k
α
update cluster centers in the eigenspaceC1α, . . . , C
k
α
update cluster centers in the input spaceC1, . . . , Ck
compute outlier indicator DI1 according to eq. (5)
if DI1 < THRnew then
counter= counter+1
end
if 0.5 · (Kα(C
p
α, C
q
α) +K(C
p, Cq)) > THRmrg then
Merge clustersAp andAq
end
end
calculate current number of clusters kcurr
if (counter> tolnew) || (kcurr < 2) then
adapt bandwidth
stop flag= 1
else
stop flag= 0
end
end
/* Test: */
for t← Lcal + 1 to T do
compute actual coordinates in the eigenspace by means of eq. (4)
assign current point xt to the closest prototype betweenC1α, . . . , C
k
α
update cluster centers in the eigenspaceC1α, . . . , C
k
α
update cluster centers in the input spaceC1, . . . , Ck
compute outlier indicator DI1 according to eq. (5)
compute outlier indicator DI2 according to eq. (6)
if (DI1 < THRnew) || (DI2 > 3) then
Raise a warning
damage = input(Inspect structure)
if damage == yes then
break /* Perform maintenance */
end
end
end
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Figure 6: Synthetic dataset generated by means of eq. (7).
that in case of tolnew = 1, the warning raised by the algorithm, detected by DI1, is319
given at time step 101. The indicator DI2 suggests possible failures at time step 82,320
thus in this case it would produce a false alarm if used for the decision making6. On321
the other hand, if the tolerance tolnew = 2 is used, two alarms are raised at time steps322
101 and 238. These outcomes show the effect of different values for the tolerance323
parameter tolnew: lower values make the algorithm less sensitive but also less prone324
to false alarms, while higher values mean higher detection rate at the expenses of an325
increased chance for false alarms. However, in this specific example, the proposed326
approach is able to recognize the change of behavior in both cases, without producing327
any false alarm: in the first case the faulty regime is described by means of one cluster,328
in the second case it is modelled via the creation of 2 clusters.329
3.2. Experimental results on the Z24 bridge benchmark330
During the year before demolition, a long-term continuous monitoring of the Z24331
bridge overpassing the A1 highway between Bern and Zurich took place. During the332
month before complete demolition, the bridge was gradually damaged in a controlled333
way, with the continuous monitoring system composed of 16 accelerometers still run-334
ning. The Z24 bridge project was unique because it involved long-term continuous335
vibration monitoring of a full-scale structure, where at the end of the monitoring pe-336
riod, realistic damage was applied in a controlled way. The data have therefore been337
presented as a benchmark study for algorithms for structural health monitoring and338
fault detection [32, 33, 34].339
From the recorded acceleration data four main eigen-modes, for which the natural340
frequencies could be identified with sufficient accuracy, were extracted. This resulted341
in a dataset [38] constituted by 5652 samples and 4 damage-sensitive features (i.e.342
6However, by setting the control limit to 3.5 instead of 3 the false alarm would not be raised.
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Figure 7: Results produced by AKSC on the synthetic dataset described by eq. (7). (Top) Regimes
identified by the adaptive clustering algorithm. (Middle) First damage indicator, on which the decision
making is based in these experiments: the control limit is 0.04. (Bottom) Second damage indicator with
control limit equals to 3. The first tolerance threshold allows to detect the faulty behavior starting from time
step 101, while DI2 raises a false alarm at time step 82 (however, a control limit of 3.5 would avoid this false
alarm). Notice that by setting tolnew = 1 one cluster is created, while with tolnew = 2 the faulty condition is
described by means of 2 regimes created at time steps 101 and 238.
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natural frequencies), which is illustrated in Figure 8 (where the 4 modes have been343
normalized and plotted together).344
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Figure 8: Z24 bridge benchmark dataset. The lines in red color refer to the period when the controlled
damaging process started.
The clustering outcomes produced by the proposed strategy are illustrated in Figure345
9, where the following setting for the input variables of algorithm 1 have been used:346
tolnew = 1, THRnew = 0.01, THRmrg = 0.75. This setting means that a point is347
considered to be an outlier if its similarity with all the existing clusters is less than 1%,348
and two clusters are merged if their similarity is above 75%. Furthermore, the left side349
of Figure 9 refers to training and calibrating using only one month of data (Linit = 480,350
i. e. 20 days, Lcal = 240, i. e. 10 days), while the right side shows the results obtained351
by using three months of data for initialization and calibration. From Figure 9 it can352
be noticed how the proposed method is able to detect the change in the structure due to353
the induced damage in both scenarios.354
In the first scenario, i.e. Linit + Lcal ≈ 1 month (left side of Figure 9), the detection355
happens on August 7, 1998. This is in line with the detection time reported in [38]. In356
this work an autoregressive model with exogenous inputs (ARX) relating the tempera-357
ture and the 4 natural frequencies was identified, and a damage was located when the358
simulated eigenfrequencies were deviating for a large extent from the measured ones,359
more precisely on August 15, 1998 in case of the first eigenmode and on August 7,8360
for eigenfrequencies 2, 3, 4. Notice that a direct comparison between the proposed361
algorithm and the aforementioned ARX model is not appropriate, due to the fact that362
AKSC is an unsupervised learning method which does not make any assumption about363
the physical process underlying the structural behavior of the bridge, as the ARXmodel364
does. Still, AKSC allows a timely detection of the damage and with much less train-365
ing datapoints. However, a false alarm is raised in the beginning when the structure is366
not damaged, at time step 1900 (i.e. February 3, 1998). We know that in this period367
(February 1998) the temperature was below zero degrees, and this probably caused the368
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rapid increase of Young’s modulus of the asphalt layer, resulting in a peak present in369
all of the vibration modes (see Figure 8). Thus, in view of this consideration the first370
warning raised by the AKSC method makes sense because it is related to a change in371
bridge dynamics, tough this change does not correspond to a structural failure.372
In the second scenario, corresponding to Linit + Lcal ≈ 3 months (right side of373
Figure 9), no false alarms are raised, but the detection of the structural damage in the374
end of the monitoring period is delayed. This is not surprising because after including375
the winter period in the training data, the estimated support of the normal behavior376
distribution gets enlarged, which in this case reduces the sensitivity of the clustering377
model to the structural changes.378
Finally, for comparison purposes, in Figure 10 the results provided by the fuzzy C-379
means algorithm [39] are shown, which up to our knowledge is among the most used380
clustering techniques for structural health monitoring. In particular, we have run the381
method using the (default) Euclidean distance measure. The number of clusters has382
been set to k = 2, and the first 480 samples have been used, as was done previously383
in case of the AKSC approach. Afterwards, every new point is assigned to the closest384
mean with a certain membership, whose maximum value is plotted in the Figure. It can385
be observed that the maximum membership never goes below the threshold, meaning386
that damage is not detected. This is probably due to the fact that fuzzy C-means, in387
contrast to the proposed technique, can only discover linearly separable clusters, which388
seems not adequate to model the bridge dynamics.389
4. Conclusions390
In this paper a novel approach for structural health monitoring has been introduced,391
which unifies the data normalization and damage detection steps. The proposed algo-392
rithm, called adaptive kernel spectral clustering (AKSC), is initialized and calibrated in393
a phase when the structure is undamaged. The calibration process consists of an online394
model selection process which allows to maximize the detection rate and minimize the395
number of false alarms. After the calibration, the algorithm adapts to changes in the396
data distribution by merging existing clusters or creating new clusters. Two different397
damage indicator variables are introduced, which permit the identification of suspicious398
structural behavior upon their occurrence. Finally, experimental results on a synthetic399
example and the Z24 concrete bridge benchmark have shown the benefit of the pro-400
posed strategy. Future work may consist of setting-up an adaptive semi-supervised401
clustering technique, which can exploit some form of prior knowledge to improve the402
fault detection strategy.403
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Figure 9: Z24 bridge results given by AKSC. (Top) Regimes identified by the adaptive clustering algo-
rithm. (Middle) First damage indicator. (Bottom) Second damage indicator. Left Linit + Lcal ≈ 1 month.
Cluster number 4 is generated on February 3, 1998, and it is probably describing the rapid increase of
Young’s modulus of the asphalt layer due to low temperature. Cluster number 5 gets created around 3 days
after the starting of the controlled damaging process (i.e. August 7, 1998), which is then detected by the
AKSC algorithm. Right Linit + Lcal ≈ 3 months. No false alarms are raised, but the damage condition is
detected with more delay.
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Figure 10: Z24 bridge results produced by fuzzy C-means. The maximum membership is used as damage
or outlier indicator. Since the variable never takes values below the threshold, there is no detection of damage.
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